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Submissions of articles, letters, graphics 
and photos are encouraged, however 
all new contributors (with the exception 
of letters to the editor) must attend 
a 45-minute volunteer orientation 
workshop to ensure that the volunteer 
understands all of the publication’s basic 
guidelines. Volunteer workshops take place 
Wednesdays from 12:30-1:20 in room ORM14. 
Please email volunteer@uniter.ca for more 
details. Deadline for advertisements is 
noon Friday, six days prior to publication. 
The Uniter reserves the right to refuse to 
print material submitted by volunteers. 
The Uniter will not print submissions that 
are homophobic, misogynistic, racist or 
libellous. We also reserve the right to edit 
for length/style. 
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Tools on hand for a Skill Jill 
carpentry workshop  
Read and see more on page 7.

on the cover

YOUR (NEW) 
FAVOURITE 
BAND(S)
Over the next week, voting is open for this year’s 
Uniter Fiver contest. The top five finalists this 
year – Baseball Hero, Dinner Club, House Hand-
shake, Jamboree and Mister K – were chosen 
from among this year’s open call to bands. 

an industry panel selected the top five, but 
the grand winner of the Uniter Fiver is up to 
you. Over at uniter.ca/uniterfiver, we’ve posted 
a track from each of these five bands for you to 
listen to. Their styles and genres are all quite 
different, so there’s a good chance you might 
discover something you haven’t heard yet.

Once you’ve given them each a listen, vote 
for your favourite. We’ll hold a show featuring all 
five bands on Feb. 10 at The good Will Social Club, 
and the grand winner will not only win some 
extra goodies and recording time, but they’ll also 
headline the show and be featured on the cover 
of the Feb. 7 issue of The Uniter.

These five bands are but a small sample of 
the new, local talent Winnipeg’s music scene has 
to offer, but the Uniter Fiver is our way of lending 
a little boost to our thriving music scene. We 
hope you find something you like, and maybe 
even discover your new favourite band – or five 
favourite bands!

– anastasia Chipelski

follow us 
on social media

@thEUNItEr@thEUNItEr fAcEbOOk.cOM/
thEUNItEr

pHOTO BY KEELEY BRAuNSTEIN-BLACKChalkboards display upcoming Skill Jill and ArtsJunktion events



sarah jo kirsch

features reporter cacophonewpg

“I’ve been in Winnipeg my whole life. I 
only started liking it a year ago.”

Jeremy Haywood-Smith, a.k.a.  
JayWood, is getting ready for his sec-
ond appearance at the Big Fun Festival 
on Jan. 25.

“I call it Mac-DeMarco-Tame-
Impala-weird-psych-pop-shoegaze 
thing going on. It’s always changing 
and doing stuff, because I get bored 
with it,” Haywood-Smith says of his  
musical style.

Beyond the categorization, his music 
comes from a more personal place. 

“I use it to talk about myself. It’s a 
commentary on my behaviour and 
other people’s behaviour. Just watch-
ing people and watching society, you 
just make an opinion about things and 
people,” he says.

Haywood-Smith moved into this 
cozy ground-floor bachelor a stone’s 
throw from the Golden Boy last spring.

For him, living alone has been 
life-saving. After a raucous struggle last 
year, he has learned how to make his 
mental health a priority.

“I had to really look at myself and 
build myself back up. After, I was like 
‘okay, how am I going to do this in a 
way that works?’”

His meditation practice, workouts, 
music and personal space are all essen-
tial to keeping the creative introvert 
grounded.

“For the past year, I’ve been keeping 
up with myself. A lot of self-checks. 
Keeping in tune with myself so I don’t 
lose my crap again. It’s exhausting, but 
it’s what you gotta do.”

house?
whose

JEREMY'S 
HOUSE

pHOTOS BY CALLIE LuGOSI

1) Man'S BESt SoCKS

“at the (Forth) staff party, i got these lovely socks. 
(My coworker embroidered) my name on the 
paper. it was super pretty – i felt so guilty ripping 
it up. i’d never met nicole or even talked to her 
and then she got those and i was like, ‘How did 
she know i love designer socks?’ i feel like i need 
an occasion to wear these. Probably Big Fun.”

2) tREaSuRE ChESt 

“This is where i keep all my extra stuff. all my 
pedals, MiDi controllers. This is such a terrible 
drawer. it just slides open. i think there’s ghosts 
or something.”

3) WaLL oF FaME

“Jaywood started in 2014 but got more serious last 
year – went into full swing doing the concerts 
pretty regularly.”

4) BEdtiME REading

“i read the Walking Dead comic series. i’ve been 
meaning to finish it again, because it’s really fun.”

5) FELinE FaCSiMiLE

“i was trying to find where to put that for the 
longest time, and that just felt like the most 
perfect spot for it. i’ve been debating getting a 
cat. This might be the year i do that.”

6) BRing in thE ZEn

“i was really torn between a bunch of different 
tapestries, and this one kinda had a Japanese 
vibe to it. i was over in Japan in 2015, and i just 
love that country so much.”

1 2

3

45

6

Jeremy Haywood-Smith in his home
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RuPaul’s Drag Race may have become 
the cultural touchstone for what drag 
looks like and how drag performances are 
organized. But in many cities, including 
Winnipeg, local drag shows are taking a  
different approach.

Stara David, Moxie Cotton and Dirt are 
three young, emerging drag performers who 
started Slunt Factory, a new Winnipeg drag 
event, in September of 2018.

“When we booked our first show, we had 
the intent of trying to make a sort of regular 
event at Club 200, specifically for people 
who hadn’t been on the scene that long,” the 
group says.

“We thought that there should be some-
where that new queens can come and get 
their feet wet, where we can help them 
understand how the scene works (and) help 
them make connections.”

The collective says the competitive 
nature of much-televised drag can scare off 
people interested in trying drag for the first 
time. They hope that Slunt Factory can be 

a space for people to take a chance trying 
something new.

“We feel like there’s a lot of pressure today 
for young queens to start out as perfect per-
formers with flawless makeup and expen-
sive-looking gowns,” they say.

“No one starts perfect, and everyone has 
to fail a few times before they really know 
what they’re doing. So we want young per-
formers to feel comfortable taking risks and 
failing and to help build bridges with the 
older members of the community.”

Winnipeg drag veteran Prairie Sky says 
that, like young queens, the wider drag 
community still has a lot to learn.

“The gaining of popularity of Drag Race 
has made drag much more palatable for peo-
ple,” she says.

“As a result of this mainstreaming of 
drag, we see much of what made drag so 
appealing for many of us in the beginning 

fade. There is a definite normalizing of what 
drag is. 

“We see the continued appropriation 
(of) Communities of Color ... without the 
recognition of where this stuff comes from 
and ensuring that members from that com-
munity have space in drag.”

Performers on Drag Race and elsewhere 
still frequently use cultural costumes and 
racially stereotyped makeup looks to satisfy 
competition categories. 

For Slunt Factory, drag is centrally about 
respect for the art form’s history, not the per-
former’s gender or performance of gender.

“You have to be willing to listen to 
what people are telling you about drag, to 
approach it respectfully and to understand 
what the people who came before us had 
to go through in order for us to be able to 
continue to do this today,” they say.

“Drag to us is any form of performa-

tive artistic expression that uses gender in 
some way, regardless of the gender of the 
performer vs. the gender of the persona. 
We have AMAB (assigned male at birth) 
performers in the community who do masc 
drag, we have AFAB (assigned female at 
birth) performers who do femme drag, we 
have non-binary and Two-Spirit artists ... 
Drag is for everyone.”

Slunt Factory says that for them, drag is 
like a family.

“So much of drag is built on commu-
nity,” they say. “If our events can be some-
where that new people are able to join that 
community and build lasting and impactful 
relationships, then we’ve succeeded.”

Upcoming Slunt Factory events It’s My Party 
(Feb. 3) and Boob Tube (March 3) will take 
place at Club 200. 

“DRAg IS FOR 
EVERYONE”
Slunt Factory creates a space for drag 
performers to take their first steps

DaVis PleTT

arts and culture reporter

@unKnowIngcloud

ARTS

thomas pashKo // arts and culture edItor @thomaspashKoArtS ANd cULtUrE brIEfS

Peer gynt at 
Black Hole 
Theatre 
Company
norwegian playwright Henrik 
ibsen’s classic 1867 Peer gynt 
broke new ground for what was 
possible on the theatrical stage 
and was the origin of composer 
Edvard grieg’s classics in the 
Hall of the Mountain King and 
Morning Mood. as part of Royal 
MTC’s ibsenFest, University of 
Manitoba’s Black Hole Theatre 
Company will perform gynt with 
direction by Chris Johnson and 
music by Cuinn Joseph. The 
show runs from Jan. 23 to Feb. 
2. Tickets are $20.

new Magic Valley 
Fun Town
actor and playwright Daniel 
Macivor has won awards for plays 
like never Swim alone and in on 
it and achieved cult status for 
his role in Don McKellar’s CBC 
television oddity Twitch City. His 
new Magic Valley Fun Town begins 
its run at Prairie Theatre Exchange 
on Jan 23, with Macivor in the 
cast (alongside Caroline gillis, 
Stephanie MacDonald and andrew 
Moodie). Set in a Cape Breton 
trailer park, the play follows two 
old friends reuniting for the first 
time in 25 years. The show runs 
until Feb. 10. adult tickets start at 
$40 and student tickets at $34. 
Various other student deals are 
available at pte.mb.ca.

“nice Women 
Don’t Want the 
Vote”
The Manitoba Museum first 
kicked off this exhibit in late 
2015 to celebrate the 100th 
anniversary of the right for 
women to vote in Manitoba. 
after three years touring at 
various museums across the 
country, “nice Women Don’t 
Want the Vote” is making its 
final stop back in Winnipeg 
at the Legislative Building. 
Populated with artifacts of the 
political movement that led to 
the vote, the show runs at the 
Leg until March 31. admission 
is free.

Dial Code 
Santa Claus at 
Cinematheque
French filmmaker René Manzor’s 
1989 Christmas horror film was 
a hit on the festival circuit and 
allegedly inspired the much more 
family-friendly Home alone. But 
this tale of a young boy who uses 
his wits to defend himself from 
a murderous home invasion was 
shelved by its studio before it 
received a wide release and has 
been notoriously unavailable in 
north america ever since. a new 
restoration finally screened to 
acclaim at last year’s Fantastic 
Fest and is now coming to 
Canadian screens. Dial Code runs 
at Cinematheque until Jan. 29.

Big Fun Festival
The annual Big Fun Festival 
returns! now in its eighth year, 
this multi-genre, multi-venue 
music fest is continuing its 
tradition of bringing together 
local favourites and cross-
Canada boundary pushers. 
Running from Jan. 23 to 27, 
this year’s fest includes more 
than 30 artists. Out-of-town 
highlights include Toronto R&B 
explorers Bernice and queer 
power-pop duo Partner, while 
local fare includes everything 
from folk to hip hop to black 
metal. admission for individual 
shows varies from $10 to $20. 
Festival passes are $80. To 
see all venues and showtimes, 
visit bigfunfestival.com.

Remembering 
Rachel Browne
Winnipeg choreographer Rachel 
Browne founded Winnipeg’s 
Contemporary Dancers in 
1964 and by the time of her 
death in 2012 was considered 
“the matriarch of Canadian 
contemporary dance.” in 
Remembering Rachel Browne: 
a Celebration, the company 
Browne founded will pay tribute 
to her in collaboration with the 
Professional Program of the 
School of Contemporary Dancers 
by performing several of her 
signature choreographed pieces. 
Directed by Stephanie Ballard, the 
show runs from Jan. 18 to 20 at 
the Rachel Browne Theatre. Ticket 
prices range between $15 to $65.

TRADE IN 
YOUR STUFF 

RED RIVER BOOK STORE
92 ARTHUR STREET

WE:
BUY
BOOKS MUSIC VIDEOS

SELL TRADE

Moxie Cotton performs at ghouls and Fools.

pHOTO BY GRAEME HOuSSIN



At Winnipeg artist-run centre Young Lungs Dance 
Exchange, dance exists as much in the mind as in 
the body. Artistic director Leigh Anne Parry says the 
organization looks at movement-based artistic practices 
from all angles and supports performers in their early 
explorations of new works and ideas.

“Our organization exists to celebrate and value the 
phenomenon of dance, the language of movement, the 
diversity of physical human expression and to create 
opportunities for those who are working within and 
around dance to further their practice,” she says.

The cornerstone of Young Lungs is the Research 
Series.

“The Research Series evolved out of the efforts of 
a few local contemporary dancers who saw a need to 
insist professional dancers got paid for preliminary 
research work in studio and to be able to do this work 
without the pressure of a production three weeks away,” 
Parry says. 

“This residency allows an artist the time to fully 
investigate the questions they are posing with the work 
they are doing.”

For Parry, upcoming residents Tanja Woloshen, 
Deanna Peters and Kevin Fraser are using dance to 
investigate the body as an idea as well as an artistic 
instrument.

“We see the artists in residence as philosophers 

working with the human body as a creative medium for 
communication,” she says. 

“They are using dance as a tool itself for thinking, 
for resisting and for understanding the body and its 
relations in time and space.” 

Residents in the Research Series will receive artist 
fees and studio space to explore their work. They will 
facilitate a free workshop drawing on their research 
that is open to all and present their movement findings 
at a public showing. Their work will also be engaged 
with by a visual essayist and critical writer.

This spirit of curiosity and support for multidisci-
plinary exploration extends across Young Lungs pro-
gramming, which includes an extensive series of move-
ment-based workshops. 

Young Lungs co-founder Jennifer Essex, who recently 
taught a workshop in collaboration with U.K. poet 
Harry Man, says the value of creating a conversation 
around dance has been with the organization since the 
beginning, in the days when Young Lungs was hosting 
improv jams between dancers and musicians.

“I think that we were looking at ways to make, and 
we were interested in the processes of other people and 
other makers,” she says. 

“Working with other artists is a really great way to 
find other methods and learn about other ways of mak-
ing and to discover different ways of talking about art 
and making as well.” 

Upcoming Young Lungs facilitators include Freya 
Olafson, Aria Evans and Jeanne Randolph, offering work-
shops in everything from integrating technology with 
dance to stream-of-consciousness techniques. The work-
shops are meant for anyone who wants to explore new ways 
of approaching creative processes. 

Essex says that challenging the ways dancers become 
accustomed to thinking and talking about the body is 
crucial to nurturing an evolving creative practice.

“It’s something about the language that we use,”  
she says. 

“If we’re always using the same language, then we’re 
always making the same work, and if we can learn other 
people’s language, then we can change our perceptions 
and change what we’re doing.”

Visit younglungs.ca to find out more about public show-
ings and workshops

DANcE AS 
pHIlOSOpHY
Thinking through the body with young 
Lungs Dance Exchange

DaVis PleTT

arts and culture reporter

@unKnowIngcloud

Participants of a young Lungs Dance Exchange workshop led by Jennifer Essex and Harry Man

pHOTOS BY DELf GRAVERT
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TW = This Week // LW = Last Week // ! = Local content // * = Canadian Content

tW LW c ArtISt ALbUM LAbEL

1 5 ! Madeleine Roger Cottonwood Self-Released

2 nE  Thom yorke Suspiria XL Recordings

3 30 ! Permanent Mistake Video Self-Released

4 nE  The Flesh Eaters i Used To Be Pretty yep Roc

5 nE ! Proper Operation Life is Hard Self-Released

6 1 ! Satanic Rights Blues Druid Transistor 66

7 nE * Kalle Mattson youth Self-Released

8 8 ! adiethylamide This is a Secret Self-Released

9 11 ! Plain as ghosts Rendering Remixed Self-Released

10 9 ! Ken Mode Loved new Damage

11 2 ! Bartley Knives Lone goose new Wild

12 RE * nap Eyes i'm Bad now you've Changed

13 20 * Frontperson Frontrunner Oscar Street

14 6 * Fucked Up Dose your Dreams arts & Crafts

15 RE ! Dan Frechette and Laurel Thomsen Driving By Candlelight Self-Released

16 RE * Les Stroud Bittern Lake Mother Earth

17 nE  alvin Curran Canti E Vedute Del giardino Magnetico Superior Viaduct

18 nE  Mattiel Customer Copy Burger

19 21 ! Mohair Sweets Tomorrow Boogie Self-Released

20 nE  interpol Marauder Matador

21 RE  Sarazino Mama Funny Day Cumbancha

22 18 ! The Lytics Float On LHM

23 RE ! Christine Fellows Roses On The Vine Vivat Virtute

24 nE * Bernice Puff: in The air Without a Shape arts & Crafts

25 nE ! Sebastian Owl The Ties That Bind Self-Released

26 nE * golden grey Colours Full Flight

27 nE * Jah Cutta Ladies and gentlemen... Stand/indica

28 RE  This Kind Of Punichment a Beard Of Bees Superior Viaduct

29 RE * Jeremy Dutcher Wolastoqiyik Lintuwakonawa Self-Released

30 RE  Red Baraat Sound The People Rhyme & Reason

As the 13-month run of her work 
our future is in the land: if we listen 
to it at the Smithsonian National 
Museum of the American Indian in 
New York comes to a close, Dr. Julie 
Nagam mounts another immersive, 
multifaceted work at the University of 
Winnipeg’s Gallery 1C03.

Though the local artist has exhibited 
her art in Brazil, Chile, England, 
France, Iceland, New Zealand and 
the US, this is only the second time 
any of Nagam’s work has been shown 
in Winnipeg. In locating the little 
heartbeats, she shines light through 
Indigenous medicines toward the rest 
of what the earth offers.

It’s a little show in a little space 
about little things in the big picture.

The dimmed gallery is dotted with 
five glowing boxes, each of them a 
window into Nagam’s exploration of 
medicinal plants traditionally used by 
Manitoba’s Indigenous peoples. 

Rustic paintings of bearberry, 
blueberry, tobacco, Labrador tea and 
fireweed plants fill themselves in from 
bottom to top. Digitally animated, 
Nagam’s paintings bend and stretch 
inorganically in an artificial wind, 
emptying themselves before the cycle 
repeats.

Nagam’s animated windows float 
in the voices of a landscape where 
their representative contents could be 

foraged. Sounds of weather through 
flora and echoes of fauna are dotted 
with evidence of humans: crackling 
fire, crunching footsteps, the hollow 
knock of an oar on a canoe.

Nagam’s own recent works speak 
to the value of land-based knowledge 
through contemporary technological 
media. Projected images and sounds 
flaunt the detachment of an urban 
art gallery from the ecosystem on 
which Nagam bases her manufactured 
recreations.

With locating the little heartbeats, 
Nagam continues her archival and 
promotion of that knowledge in 
the anti-inflammatory properties of 
fireweed and the use of Labrador tea as 
an expectorant.

Without auxiliary research, the 
significance of each of these herbs 
is unclear to those unfamiliar with 
Manitoba’s indigenous plant life and 
its medicinal or ritual bounty.

In the exhibition’s book – available 
to read in a brightened spot – 
brief descriptions of each plant’s 
uses can be found in Dr. Niigaan 
Sinclair’s essay. His response, though 
diaphanous at times, is an emotionally  
generous one.

In the age of climate change, she 
is another creative warrior trying to 
nudge the collective consciousness 
back into reverence for Earth – a 
consciousness rooted in symbiosis 
with its cycles and the variety of life 
it supports.

To ensure its survival, Nagam’s little 
heartbeats call humanity to listen to its 
home more carefully.

Gallery 1C03 is open Monday to Friday 
from 12 to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 1 to 
4 p.m. Admission is free.

if & when 
Lana Winterhalt
Independent

lana winterhalt’s debut lp If & when is an indie-
pop triumph, pushing the singer-songwriter’s vocal 
power and intelligent, thoughtful musicality to the 
forefront of the genre.

If & when is at once beautiful and eerie, pairing 
winterhalt’s airy vocals and pared-down instru-
mentals with unnerving harmonies and unsettling 

additions – like the steady helicopter drones on “If 
You were mine (Intro)” and the imperfect whistling 
at the tail end of “tell me It’ll Be okay.”

while winterhalt’s method of blending unique 
sounds together to craft a wholly original indie-pop 
sound is the standout of the album, her writing 
demands not to be overlooked. each song crafts 
the architecture of a scene – about love, about 
heartbreak, about the dark – with a direct and 
unapologetic tone.

“It wasn’t really anything special, just your high 
school romance that lasted the summer / But I still 
get fire in my cheeks when I see a car like yours,” 
winterhalt croons on “nice for a while.”

even the production of each song seems to reach 
from beginning to end of the album; “If & when 
(outro)” mirrors “If You were mine (Intro)” in 
its details and instrumentals, but adds a bright, 
driving beat to close the album on a higher note.

Between her adeptness at storytelling and her ear 
for crafting a narrative through sound, winterhalt 
has secured her spot as one of winnipeg’s premiere 
singer-songwriters.

by graeme houssin

locating the  
little heartbeats

sarah jo kirsch

features reporter @cacophonewpg

SuppLIED pHOTO

SuppLIED pHOTO

Runs Jan. 10 to Feb. 16 at Gallery 1C03
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Feature Words and photos by Keeley Braunstein-Black Staff Photographer @keeley_image

Skill Jill is a six-part workshop series, co-hosted by the WRENCH 
and ArtsJunktion, that helps to build practical skills for participants. 
It’s described as “a series of beginner level hands-on workshops on 
practical skills/trades by and for women, trans, non-binary and 
femme people.”

Skill Jill is the brainchild of Sarah Thiessen, who has spent the last 
two-and-a-half months working in collaboration with other eager 
craftspeople to organize the workshop series. 

The drive to create this series came when the WRENCH held 
a basic carpentry skills workshop during their Mellow Vélo hours. 
“The overwhelmingly positive response to this workshop proved that 
there was a real hunger for this type of knowledge,” Thiessen says. 

According to Megan Linton, who co-ordinates the ArtHive, 
ArtsJunktion “wanted to be part of Skill Jill, because we support 
knowledge and skill sharing, and hope to create safer spaces for 
people to engage in making.”

“We recognize the impacts of patriarchy on preventing women, 
trans and gender-nonconforming folks from accessing masculine-

coded skills. We think it is important to have spaces that are safe, 
free of judgment and encourage community building.”

The first installation of the series, held on Jan. 8, was “Tools For 
Sissies,” which was an introduction to a carpentry workshop led by 
Kelly Campbell. 

“I created this workshop specifically to begin to address the gap in 
trades education there is for women, trans, gender-nonconforming, 
and Two-Spirit people, largely due to the domination of these fields 
by men, and the resulting culture of toxic masculinity that creates 
environments that are at best discouraging and at worst physically 
unsafe due to harassment resulting from sexism, transphobia and 
homophobia,” Campbell says.

The jam-packed workshop covered everything including the 
processing and creation of the wood, wood grains, dimensions and 
types, safety, nails, screws, guides and various saws.

Thiessen’s been quite overwhelmed by the media attention and the 
level of community interest in the workshops so far, and is already 
anticipating a Skill Jill sequel in some form.

COVER FEATURE CONTINUES | NEXT PAGE >>

WE CAN BUILD IT

Kelly Campbell leading a workshop that introduced participants to screws, nails and drills

Skill Jill workshops are levelling the trades



: continued

Megan Linton introduces artsJunktion and the “Tools for Sissies” workshop.

Campbell introduces the topic of carpentry. a sampling of tools participants learned to use at “Tools for Sissies”

Sarah Thiessen, the event co-ordinator, talks about the inspiration for the Skill Jill series and the 
organizational process.



Demonstrated use of a nail gun guided practice cutting wood with a saw

Campbell assists a workshop participant with a saw as part of the guided practice 
segment of the workshop.

nail guns were one of the tools shared at “Tools for Sissies.”

a workshop participant wears safety gear during guided practice with a saw.

Workshop participants learn about screws, nails and drills.



The perception people often have of some-
one being successful usually goes hand in 
hand with seeing that person as happy. 
Happiness itself is a difficult thing to mea-
sure, but the external cues interpreted as 
happiness can be how often that person is 
going to social events or achieving personal 
and professional goals, while the stereotype 
of the depressed person can look like not 
being able to get out of bed, or not contrib-
uting to capitalism. 

My experience is almost exactly the 
opposite. When I am at my most depressed, 
my bed makes me anxious. I dart between 
cafés and libraries in a desperate attempt to 
escape a vague, unpleasant feeling. I throw 
myself into work and school projects that 
I do not have energy for in an attempt to 
prove my self-doubts wrong. 

It’s a strange, unsettling thing to look at 
writing I’ve done, projects I’ve worked on 
and been quite happy with, things I have 
received praise and validation for, and real-
ize that I completed them largely through 
negative coping habits. 

It’s not to say I’m not proud of the things 
I do, and that writing doesn’t bring me very 
genuine joy, but that the times when others 
may perceive me as being at my best, I am 
often at my worst. I wish it were possible to 
have a more nuanced approach to viewing 
success, that symptoms of depression could 
be understood as overextending oneself, as 
well as retreating. 

Sometimes throwing myself into so 
many new things feels like retreating from 
myself or the things that truly make me 
happy. My idea of a very happy day typi-
cally looks like sitting in bed, wrapped in 
blankets, watching a movie with a friend, 
drinking oolong and doing nothing else.

A new semester is beginning, and a cyn-
ical part of my mind is wondering what 
kind of example I set for others through my 
approach to university. I get good grades 
while not taking care of my mental health. 
I derive a large amount of my personal self-
worth through my success in academia, so 
when I tell a friend at a party that grades 
don’t reflect intelligence, and the university 
system is a flawed institution that harms 
many people, am I just being a hypocrite? 

I’ll push myself too hard. I’ll forget to 
eat. I’ll drink too much caffeine and push 
myself to still go to social events, forgetting 

that really I am an introvert, and the kind-
est thing I could do for myself would be 
to go home, curl up in bed and read some 
poems. 

As an artist, I really do believe that there 
is power in the creation of beautiful things. 
For me personally, art is a vital facilitator 
of connection both to myself and to others 
that I simply could not live without. I want 
to create things that will bring meaning 
into the world and create points of connec-
tion for others. It is also necessary for me 
to remember not to attach so much impor-

tance to the act of creating to the point that 
it is a serious detriment to my own health.

It’s important to remember that a per-
son’s perceived productivity doesn’t neces-
sarily correlate with their overall well-being. 
This value placed on productivity in our 
society can get in the way of talking to oth-
ers about how we really feel.

Jase is a queer non-binary student and writer 
who lives on Treaty 1 territory.

HAlFWAY TO SOMEWHERE
Perceptions of happiness

jase falk
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A new grant program from the City of 
Winnipeg is aimed at making downtown 
building owners reconsider lighting as a 
design element. 

Marc Vachon, an associate professor of 
geography at the University of Winnipeg, 
says a building’s lighting is often the last 
thing thought about during its design pro-
cess. Exterior lighting can be very expen-
sive, so depending on whether a munici-
pality deems public exterior light to be a 
private or public responsibility, lighting in 
public spaces can be very inconsistent. 

“Winnipeg has a lot of dark alleys, 
and people are drawn to places that are 
well-lit. We feel more comfortable there,”  
Vachon says. 

The new lighting grant, operated by 
the City Planning and Design Office, will 
provide successful applicants with $5,000 
for professional design consulting fees and 

match up to $10,000 in installation costs 
for exterior lighting. 

Kurtis Kowalke, the principle planner 
for the City of Winnipeg, says all types of 
buildings are eligible for the program, as 
well as parking lots.

It applies to “anywhere there’s an 
opportunity to take a property that’s 
underlit or doesn’t have exterior lighting 
and introduce that component to make 
a safer, more inviting area of the down-
town,” he says. 

“Our hope is that we really get a wide 
selection of applicants,” Kowalke says. 
“Hopefully, by the end of this program 
we’ve got many areas of our downtown 
that are better lit, that feel safer and feel 
more welcoming and more inviting.”

The program is part of the City’s multi-
year and multi-pronged Downtown Pub-
lic Safety Strategy that includes invest-

ment in closed-circuit television, safewalk 
programs and decommissioning the 
transit shelter outside of Portage Place and 
replacing it with a shelter “deemed safer 
for this high-traffic location.”

Vachon says, in principle, he thinks the 
lighting component of the plan is “a great 
idea” and could increase a sense of safety 
in the downtown area without necessarily 
contributing to defensive architecture. 

Defensive architecture (also known as 
hostile architecture) includes things like 
bars in the middle of benches or installing 
spikes outside of storefronts – architecture 
that discourages a particular group of 
people, often those who are impoverished, 
from using a space.

He says businesses can use lighting in 
defensive ways, such as by using red exte-
rior light to make people avoid sitting in 
front of a storefront at night or using blue 
light to make it difficult for heroin users to 
find their veins, which Vachon says does 
not necessarily decrease drug activity on 
the premises but instead often results in  
more complicated, imprecise and danger-
ous injections. 

Vachon says whether or not the city will 
be largely granting proposals that use this 
defensive lighting, lights that are simply 
used for commercial purposes or lighting 
that genuinely makes for a safer down-
town remains to be seen.  

Quebec-based architecture firm Daoust 
Lestage’s “New Market Square” was 
announced as the winning design of the 
Market Lands Design Competition on  
Dec. 31, 2018. 

Richard Milgrom, the head of and 
associate professor in the University of 
Manitoba’s city planning department, 
says the project is emblematic of a city 
planning trend to try to “capture the 
potential of the area.”

“The Exchange District has been a 
funny district over the years,” he says. 
“Everyone understands that it’s a remark-
able asset, like it’s just on the cusp of 
becoming a really interesting and vibrant 
place, and then it sort of goes downhill 
again. So I think for the first time in a 
long time, we’re seeing sustained positive 
trends.”

The Market Lands Design Competi-
tion was held by CentreVenture, a devel-
opment corporation owned by the City 
but which functions as a separate entity. 

Angela Mathieson, the CEO of Cen-
treVenture, says the competition was held 
to ensure high-quality design. 

Mathieson says the standards for the 

building, which designers had to follow, 
were based on CentreVenture public 
engagement findings in the area and the 
building standards and budget a design 
would have to accommodate. 

Twenty-three design teams applied 
for the competition, and it was whittled 
down to five by the competition jury. 
The final submissions from the five com-
petitors were presented publicly at the 
Canadian Museum for Human Rights, 
so members of the public could ask ques-
tions. 

Mathieson says part of why the Daoust 
Lestage design was selected was because 
“the jury was quite enamoured with the 
market space itself. We felt that the mar-
ket in this project was very clearly defined 
and was very responsive to the program.” 

“The orientation of the market in this 
case, we think, is particularly clever in 
the sense that it really provides those 
plaza spaces in the market, 100 per cent 
daylight throughout the year, which is 
important in our climate,” she says. 

Mathieson says the project fits into 
an existing pattern growth in residential 
space in the neighbourhood. She says the 

affordable housing component will meet 
a high demand in the area and “adds to 
the vibrancy”of the neighbourhood. 

Milgrom is skeptical of the decision to 
have a building with such a high concen-
tration of affordable housing, rather than 
integrating affordability into a greater 
strategy for the area.

He also has some worries that the 
boom in development investment in the 
neighbourhood may come at the expense 
of other areas of the city. 

“One of my concerns is that the things 
that get attracted into those (newer pub-
lic) spaces (in the Exchange) are things 
that are coming from other spaces in the 

city, and those places are going to get 
more vacant,” he says. “You might make 
a vibrant place in the Exchange, but you 
want to make sure that that’s not at the 
expense of the other neighbourhoods.”

Mathieson also said the very contem-
porarily designed building will fit in with 
the recent additions to the turn-of-the-
century-style buildings in the area, such 
as the additions to Red River College’s 
Exchange District campus. 

TAKINg DOWNTOWN  
OUT OF THE DARK
new exterior lighting grant aims to increase safety

THE NEW (AFFORDABlE 
HOUSINg) MARKET
The market lands dream for the Exchange District revealed

ILLuSTRATION BY JuSTIN LADIA
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cItY reporter @alexejneufeldt
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cItY reporter @alexejneufeldt
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The University of Winnipeg (U of W) has 
issued a call for donations to fund bur-
saries for Métis students. The Manitoba 
Metis Federation (MMF) has offered to 
match these donations up to $30,000.

Kevin Rosen, the executive director of 
marketing and communications for the 
U of W, says the university has already 
raised over $16,000 and is aiming to 
reach $30,000 by the end of April 2019.

Rosen says the Louis Riel Bursary 
is specifically awarded to Métis stu-
dents, and other awards such as the  
Opportunity Fund are designated for 
Indigenous students.

Rosen says that the U of W has 
awarded over $3 million overall through 
the Opportunity Fund, assisting over 
3,000 students. The Louis Riel Bursary 

was also awarded to more than 750 stu-
dents, totalling more than $1.3 million in 
financial aid, Rosen says.

Dr. Chantal Fiola, a Métis Anishi-
naabe U of W professor, says financial 
aid can play a significant role in Métis 
students’ success throughout their time 
at university. 

“Unlike some First Nation students 
with registered Indian status, Métis stu-
dents do not receive financial assistance 
from the federal government for post-sec-
ondary education,” Fiola says. “Knowing 
you have help to pay for school takes a 
big weight off your shoulders and enables 
you to focus on doing well at school.”

Fiola says Métis students at the U of 
W can find culturally sensitive support at 
the Aboriginal Student Services Centre 
(ASSC) on the second floor of Lockhart 
Hall on the main campus. These supports 
include academic advising, free tutoring 
and skill workshops, student advocacy, 
access to Elders and much more. The 
ASSC also provides support for all Indig-
enous students

“Like other Indigenous students, some 
Métis students face challenges stemming 
from the legacy of colonization, which 
can include poverty, pressing family obli-
gations, issues around housing instability 
and transitioning to a new environment 
for school,” Fiola says.

“I believe that there are fewer 
Métis-specific supports available in 
Winnipeg and elsewhere than there are 
for folks with registered Indian status 
as a result of the federal, provincial and 
municipal governments’ long history of 

denying and ignoring Métis rights, ser-
vices and supports,” Fiola says.

Fiola also says these conditions are 
likely to improve as key Supreme Court 
of Canada rulings have been in favour of 
Métis people in recent years.

In addition to supports like the ASSC 
and the Louis Riel Bursary, Fiola says 
individual organizations and institutions 
could work harder to spread the word 
about their own Métis-specific supports 
and services. 

“Sometimes, one of the biggest chal-
lenges is learning what supports are avail-
able in the first place,” she says.

Rosen adds the U of W has a Métis 
student support liaison officer who joined 
the ASSC in October.

“His name is Naithan Lagace, and 
his role is to help students navigate the 

MMF Citizen Application and to pro-
vide information and assistance with 
sponsorship and bursaries through the 
Louis Riel Institute,” Rosen says. “He 
also promotes Métis identity on campus 
through educational workshops, class-
room presentations and invited guest 
speakers that highlight Métis history, 
culture and traditions.”

Students who wish to contact Naithan 
Lagace can visit the ASSC or email him 
at n.lagace@uwinnipeg.ca.

IN SUppORT 
OF METIS 
STUDENTS
Manitoba Métis Federation 
and the University of Winnipeg 
raise money for bursaries

pHOTO BY ANASTASIA CHIpELSKI
rYaN hauGheY

campus reporter
The U of W and Manitoba Metis Federation are developing bursaries to assist Métis students, who face unique 
challenges in accessing education. 

cAMpUS

@rYanshares

For more information on donations 
to support Métis students at the 
U of W, visit foundation.uwinnipeg.
ca/projects/the-louis-riel-
bursaries-at-uwinnipeg/. 

danelle granger // cItY edItor @danellegrangercIty brIEfS

UWSa Soup + 
Soap drive
The UWSa is holding a “Soup 
+ Soap” drive from Jan. 7 to 
31. The initiative is a food 
and hygiene donation drive 
for the UWSa’s Emergency 
Foodbank and The giving Shelf. 
all of the donations must be 
brand-new and unopened, 
like toothbrushes, shampoo 
and period products. Drop-off 
locations include the UWSa 
general Offices, the info booth 
and the UWSa Bike Lab. For 
a complete list of donations 
and the drop off location visit 
theuwsa.ca/soup-soap. 

Classics students 
undergrad 
colloquium
The University of Winnipeg 
Classics Students association 
(UWCSa) is hosting an 
Undergraduate Colloquium on 
Friday, Jan. 18 from 12:30 to 4 p.m. 
in Room 2M70 (Manitoba Hall). 
The annual event reaches out to 
students in other departments, 
and this year’s event features a 
program with eight to nine talks, 
including students from U of W, 
the University of Manitoba and 
MacEwan University in alberta. 

Women’s March 
Winnipeg
The rally will take place on 
the steps of the Manitoba 
Legislative Building at 11 a.m. on 
Saturday, Jan. 19. There will be 
three speakers, Charlotte nolin, 
Samantha Rayburn Trubyk 
and Vivienne Ho. after the 
speeches, there will be a march 
around the legislative grounds. 
There will be an opportunity 
to donate to Women’s March 
Winnipeg to expand the chapter. 
if people are interested in join 
the chapter and volunteering, 
contact them at winnipeg@
womensmarchcanada.com.

grant Writing 
Hangout
The Winnipeg Music Project is 
teaming up with Forth to create 
a space for local artists and 
teams to finish, and possibly 
receive peer-reviews on, their 
grant masterpieces. This event 
takes place on Jan. 24 from 12 
to 4 p.m. at the Forth gallery for 
free. For more information, or 
to ask questions, please email  
info@winnipegmusicproject.com

in honour of 
indigenous 
languages
This is the international year of 
indigenous Languages, as declared 
by the United nations (iy2019) 
to help preserve indigenous 
languages and safeguard the rights 
of those who speak them. all are 
invited to a blanket ceremony 
honouring two longtime UWinnipeg 
indigenous language instructors: 
ida Bear and annie Boulanger, along 
with anishinaabemowin reading 
and discussion, a feast and display 
of anishinaabemowin library 
materials on Jan. 23 at 12:30 p.m. at 
the fifth-floor library atrium. 

grow Winter 
greens Workshop
in this workshop, people will 
learn about the simplicity of 
growing wheatgrass in household 
recyclables while also learning 
a few easy ways to incorporate 
it into your diet. Participants 
can plant their own tray to bring 
home. Tickets are $30, and they 
include refreshments provided 
by generation green and acorn 
Cafe and an info sheet with all 
contents learned at the workshop 
so people can make it again at 
home. For more information, visit 
the Facebook event “grow Winter 
greens Workshop.”

cOMMENTS 



We live in an age where our voices can be heard 
by the masses with just a few clicks of a button. 

Social media activism – often referred to as 
hashtag activism – has been a driving force in 
shedding light on injustices and perspectives 
that may otherwise go unseen and unheard by 
the general public. But just how effective is it? 

Earlier this month, Cyntoia Brown, a 
victim of sex trafficking originally given a life 
sentence for the murder of her perpetrator 
in the United States, was granted clemency. 
While social media discourse undoubtedly 
had an effect on the outcomes of this case, 
how much credit can be given to the so-called 
hashtag activism that surrounded it?

Twitter models democracy in a somewhat 
obscure way. Virtually anyone has the ability 
to voice their opinions, but just as in our 

own flawed system, some voices are always 
louder than others (key word: celebrities). 

The vast majority of celebrities do not hold 
law degrees from Ivy League institutions to 
give them the conventional means of judicial 
credibility, but they do hold one thing above 
all to wield their power: a massive following. 
Rihanna directed the attention of her millions 
of fans toward Brown’s situation through an 
Instagram post. Kim Kardashian went as far 
as to connect her attorneys with Brown’s in 
hopes of helping her case. 

Despite this, the outcome of Brown’s case 
wasn’t just a product of Kim K and Rihanna’s 
digital advocacy, or even the flood of #FreeCyn-
toiaBrown posts circling social media feeds.

Beyond the digital universe, Black Lives 
Matter activists tirelessly urged citizens to call 
Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam and advise 
that he grant Brown clemency. Following three 
issued voicemail scripts, over 140,000 petitioned 
signatures and a massive amount of telephone 
messages later, their demands were met. 

Critics of hashtag activism often argue that 
using social media as a means of “activism” 
potentially causes users to feel they’re making 
more of a difference than they actually are. 
Activism through social media is often looked 
at as all talk but no action. Millions of hashtags 
pertaining to social justice circle the internet 
every day, but what percentage of people are 
actually taking direct action? I’d speculate that 
it’s not too many. 

While it cannot be denied that social 
media plays a major role in fostering dialogue 
and bringing awareness in a technologically 
connected world, we musn’t overlook more 
“traditional” forms of activism and assume 

that all can be done behind the comforts of 
our phone screens. 

Canadian women did not gain the right to 
vote by staying at home. They organized mock 
parliaments, created petitions and, most impor-
tantly, showed up. Similarly, the profoundness 
of the Women’s Marches back in early 2017 
came not from the number of hashtags and 
retweets, but through the solidarity shown 
in the streets lined with pink hats and hand-

painted bristol boards all over the world. 
The power of organizers and activists still 

resonates, even in a digital age. Real change, 
after all, takes place in the world outside our 
social media feeds. 

Cierra Bettens is a collector of stories on Treaty 
One territory.

ScREEN-
BASED 
AcTIVISM
Justice in the digital sphere

ILLuSTRATION BY GABRIELLE fuNK
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The Hetherington Collection contains 
about 450 near-Egyptian artifacts from 
ancient times and has been with the Uni-
versity of Winnipeg (U of W) for around 
100 years.

Over the past two years, the U of 
W classics and anthropology depart-
ments have been in the process of dig-
itizing the Hetherington Collection, an 
endeavour called the Lux Project. Dig-
itization includes compiling extensive 
photographs, 3D scans of the objects and 
research on the objects in the collection.

Val McKinley is the curator of the 
anthropology museum at the U of W. 
She says most of the objects in the col-
lection are from Egypt, but some were 
likely produced by other civilizations 
near Egypt in other times, such as the 
Roman era in Egypt.

“Digitizing the collection means 
being able to share the collection in a 
much broader way, without exposing it 
to physical damage,” McKinley says.

“The collection consists of objects that 

were excavated from a number of major 
sites in Egypt and likely came to the U 
of W in a circuitous route that involved 
the Egypt Exploration Fund, which was 
dedicated to ensuring that Egyptian arti-
facts were preserved and shared among 
a number of educational institutions 
so that Egyptology could be taught,”  
McKinley says.

McKinley says the collection has been 
subject to a lot of research over the years, 
from studies on individual hieroglyphs 
to holistic studies involving the 100-plus 
ceramic lamps in the collection.

Melissa Funke, a co-director of the 
Lux Project, has experience in digitiz-
ing antiquities and various items at the 
University of British Columbia and 
thought that the Hetherington Collec-
tion should be made available to both the  
community in Winnipeg and to  
anyone internationally. 

“We’ve been taking pictures for about 
a year now. We still don’t have our web-
site database up yet, as we still have some 

other research to do on things like the 
provenance (origin) and dating the items 
in the collection, which are still relatively 
mysterious,” Funke says.

Simone Reis Obendoerfer, another 
co-director of the project, says though 
a lot of research has previously been 
done on the collection, it has yet to  
be compiled. 

“It’s in a lot of different pieces, so we 
want to make it more cohesive and use-
ful to a larger group of people.”

After the digital images and research 
have been compiled, Funke says the 
next step is to use the collection to cre-
ate teaching modules for use in grade 
schools’ ancient-world curriculums.

With the close examination of the 
artifacts, fingerprints from the makers 
of the objects were found in some of the 
ceramic lamps.

“Now we can actually link objects to 
individuals and discover the origin of 

them,” Funke says. “This is a way for us 
to reconstruct the everyday lives of peo-
ple in antiquity; the nameless faceless 
group of people that were sort of lost in 
the sands of time.”

“Writing things down and document-
ing the provenance of artifacts wasn’t 
really done in early archaeology, which 
is a huge issue,” Obendoerfer says. “So to 
be able to sort of undo that in any way, I 
think is extremely important.”

Funke will give a lecture on the Lux 
Project on Jan. 25 to talk about the con-
tents of the collection, antiquities and 
the antiquity trade. 

“It’ll sort of be a sampler platter of all 
the things that the Lux Project does,”  
she says.

Funke’s lecture will be held on Jan. 25 
at 3:30 p.m. in 3D01 in the Duckworth  
Centre.

THE lUx pROJEcT: DIgITIzINg 
THE HETHERINgTON 
cOllEcTION
illuminating hundreds of near-Egyptian objects on campus

pHOTO BY DANIEL CRuMp

artifacts such as this one will soon be digitized.
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campus reporter @rYanshares
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AcrOSS
1. MiXED gREEnS

6. ROTaTE

10. PaSSPORT 
EnDORSEMEnT

14. SUSPECT'S STORy

15. HUE

16. PiCniC inTRUDERS

17. PUBLiSH

18. TRiCK

19. FaUCET PROBLEM

20. RELUCTanT

21. PaRCHED

22. yEaRning

23. in aDDiTiOn TO

25. RainED iCE

27. gUiDED

31. STEEPED BREW

32. WiRE-HaiRED 
TERRiER

34. gOLFER ____ WOODS

39. PLayWRigHT ____ 
SiMOn

40. TV REPEaT

43. HinDU DRESS

44. CLOTHE

46. WiDESPREaD 
OUTBREaK

48. ROWing BLaDE

51. HigH-PiTCHED CRy

52. gRUESOME

56. gOLF DEViCE

57. STUDy HaRD

58. OnE WHO MiMiCS

60. DECORaTE

65. aPPLE PaRT

66. WanDER

67. SingER ____ 
OSMOnD

68. HaRBingER

69. On a VOyagE

70. MaKE HaPPy

71. HOUSE'S LOT

72. SEMESTER

73. agiTaTED

AWArdS & fINANcIAL AId
General bursary
Students with financial need enrolled in Winter Term 
should apply for a general bursary. Students must 
also have a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.00 (C). 

Deadline:  Thurs., Jan. 31

research Awards 
Students who have undertaken a research project are 
encouraged to apply for this opportunity. 

Deadline:  Thurs. Jan. 31

For details and application forms, please visit: 
uwinnipeg.ca/awards and click on “in-Course awards”

cAMpUS LIVING
UWinnipeg downtown hostel
Did you know that UWinnipeg offers an affordable and 
convenient hostel on campus? 

Our ViP Suites within McFeetors Hall are available 
year-round and offer a private bedroom, living room/
study, kitchenette, and private bathroom at just $103/
night plus tax!

Book now by visiting uwhostel.com or contact us at 
204.789.1486 or hostel@uwinnipeg.ca.  

ENGLISh LANGUAGE prOGrAM
Wanted: Volunteer Language partners

Language partners are fluent English-speaking 
volunteers who give English as an additional 
Language (EaL) students a chance to practice English 
outside of the classroom and learn more about the 
Canadian way of life.

This volunteer opportunity is a great way to learn 
about other cultures, help other students, and 
gain practical experience for careers in teaching, 
international relations, or tourism.

To volunteer for Winter Term, please call 204.982.1151, 
email elpstudentlife@uwinnipeg.ca or stop by office 
1C18 to apply today.

EXchANGE OppOrtUNItIES
Information Session on UW Exchange
Fri., Feb. 1 
12:30 - 2:10 p.m. 
Room 2M70

Learn more about studying abroad on UW Exchange at 
this information session.

Exchange resource Area
Come visit our Exchange Opportunities Resource area 
on the second floor of Rice building, 2Ri55. This area 
is open to students Monday-Friday from 9:00 a.m. 
-4:00 p.m.

Exchange Application deadline 
The application deadline for Fall & Winter 2019-20 is 
March 1, 2019.

For more information on exchange, please see:   
uwinnipeg.ca/study-abroad 

StUdENt cENtrAL
Locker rental
need a space to store your coat and boots? Rent a 
locker for Winter Term!  

Fill out the form online at www.uwinnipeg.ca/lockers 
or go in-person to Student Central.

timeframe & price:
Winter Term (Jan. 4 – apr. 23) - $21.00/person

Adding/dropping courses
Fri., Jan. 18 is the final day to register for a Winter 
Term course; it’s also the final day to withdraw from a 
Winter Term class for refund.  no refund is applicable 
from Jan. 19 –March 15. Please consult the withdrawal 
schedules online.

adds/drops and section changes can be made through 
Webadvisor using the “Student Planning/Registration” 
link.

UWSA’s health plan and U-pass
The deadline to opt out of the greenshield health  
plan and/or U-Pass is Fri., Jan. 18. 

For details, please see:   
theuwsa.ca/healthplan  
theuwsa.ca/u-pass

U2018f Grades
grades for Fall Term classes will be posted on 
Webadvisor on about Thurs., Jan. 24.

changes to Sc’s hours

SC will be closed on Fri., Jan. 25.

Regular hours are 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. from Mon-
day-Thursday and 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. on Fridays.

Graduation
Students completing their final courses this april  
may apply for June graduation.   

Deadline to apply:   
Fri., Feb. 1

To apply for graduation, log in to Webadvisor, go to 
the “Student Planning/Registration” link and click on 
the “graduation” tab.

The Convocation ceremonies will be held June 13 & 14.

For details, please go to uwinnipeg.ca/student-records 
and click on “graduation.”  

fall/Winter term courses
The final day to withdraw from a Fall/Winter Term 
(U2018FW) class is Fri., Feb. 15. no refund is applicable.

Courses are dropped through Webadvisor using the 
“Student Planning/Registration” link.

StUdy SkILLS WOrkShOpS
Study Skills Workshops are designed to improve your 
learning skills in areas such as note-taking, reading, 
time management and coping with stress.  

The series of workshops will continue until Jan. 30 on 
Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays.  

For details, go to uwinnipeg.ca/study-skills  
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1. go by boat

2. Likewise

3. "Mona ____"

4. Touch on

5. Bruce Willis film 
(2 wds.)

6. Sit as on a 
horse

7. Rain hard

8. Demand

9. Sewing tool

10. Worth

11. Motionless

12. Phase

13. Requested

24. not far

26. Enjoy a buffet

27. Beach grains

28. Row

29. Historic canal

30. Long fishes

33. Before, to 
Keats

35. Understood! 
(2 wds.)

36. Monopoly, e.g.

37. guitarist ____ 
Clapton

38. affluent

41. against the 
current

42. Pleasing

45. Cry noisily

47. idealist

49. Biblical 
mountain

50. Rest

52. Doctor on 
"Star Trek"

53. Scent

54. Concerned 
one

55. Change

59. For all time

61. Surrealism's 
Salvador ____

62. Uttered

63. Ceremony

64. Require
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DIVERSIONS

constituency office 594 Ellice Avenue | phone 204-984-1675 
email robert.falcon@parl.gc.ca | facebook RFalconOuellette | twitter @DrRobbieO

Robert-Falcon Ouellette 
Otapapistamâkew / Member of Parliament / Député 
Winnipeg Centre - Heart of Canada
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